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Abstract

search works (Turney, 2000; Wu et al., 2005; Jiang
et al., 2009; Hasan and Ng, 2014; Mahata et al.,
Keyphrase Prediction (KP) is an established
2018; Chen et al., 2020; Ye et al., 2021).
NLP task, aiming to yield representative
Whereas traditionally feature engineering has
phrases to summarize the main content of a
been used for KP (Turney, 2000; Sheeba and
given document. Despite major progress in recent years, existing works on KP have mainly
Vivekanandan, 2014), recently deep learning is
focused on formal texts such as scientific paproved to be more efficient for this task (Ye et al.,
pers or weblogs. The challenges of KP in
2021; Ahmad et al., 2021). However, one limitation
informal-text domains are not yet fully studied.
in the current works is that they are mainly limited
To this end, this work studies new challenges
to the formal text such as scientific papers (Meng
of KP in transcripts of videos, an understudied
et al., 2017) and web-logs (Xiong et al., 2019). As
domain for KP that involves informal texts and
such, the challenges in other domains are still unnon-cohesive presentation styles. A bottleneck
for KP research in this domain involves the lack
resolved. Among others, video transcript is one of
of high-quality and large-scale annotated data
the less-explored domains that could significantly
that hinders the development of advanced KP
benefit from KP. For instance, it could be used for
models. To address this issue, we introduce a
video summarization and retrieval or benefit peolarge-scale manually-annotated KP dataset in
ple who are deaf and hard of hearing (DHH) (Kafle
the domain of live-stream video transcripts obet al., 2019). On the other hand, KP for transcripts
tained by automatic speech recognition tools.
that are automatically obtained are more challengConcretely, transcripts of 500+ hours of videos
ing than the formal written documents as these
streamed on the behance.net platform are
manually labeled with important keyphrases.
transcripts involve noisy text, incomplete/repeated
Our analysis of the dataset reveals the challengsentences and phrases, informal vocabulary, and
ing nature of KP in transcripts. Moreover, for
noncohesive information flow. Although there
the first time in KP, we demonstrate the idea
have been a few related attempts to evaluate feaof improving KP for long documents (i.e., tranture engineering methods on meeting transcripts
scripts) by feeding models with paragraph-level
(Sheeba and Vivekanandan, 2014, 2012), the availkeyphrases, i.e., hierarchical extraction. To fosable resources, with a handful of transcripts and
ter future research, we will publicly release the
dataset and code.
keyphrases, are not useful to train/evaluate the recent advanced deep models.
1 Introduction
To address such limitations, we propose a large
Keyphrases are one or multiple consecutive words
manually-labeled dataset for the domain of video
that could represent the main ideas in a document. transcripts. Specifically, we collect 500+ liveKeyphrases are commonly categorized as Present
stream videos from the Behance platform. The
or Absent. A present keyphrase explicitly appears
videos are automatically transcribed by Microsoft
in the document, while an absent keyphrase does
Automatic Speech Recognition (ASR) tool. Since
not exist in the document. Keyphrases can serve
the video transcripts might be lengthy, summarizas concise summary for a document, hence benefit- ing the entire transcript into a few keyphrases might
ing various NLP applications Information Retrieval
be challenging. Moreover, such keyphrases might
(Hersh, 2021) and Text Summarization (Adhikari
not be helpful for partial retrieval where a part of
et al., 2020). Due to their usefulness, in the more
the transcript is requested. As such, we annotate
than two decades, KP has been studied in many re- the collected transcripts in two levels: (1) Para7147
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graphs: A paragraph, consisting of multiple consecutive sentences, is a chunk of a transcript that
provides a single point. Annotators first identify the
paragraphs in a transcript. Next, the representative
keyphrases for every paragraph are annotated; (2)
Chapter: In addition to the paragraphs, we ask the
annotators to provide a few keyphrases that could
summarize multiple consecutive paragraphs that
convey a single topic (e.g., how to make a special
edit on an image). We call these units “Chapter”,
which are comparable to documents in other KP
datasets. Annotators will first find the boundaries
for chapters, then provide the keyphrases for each
chapter.
We conduct extensive analysis on both levels of
the KP task on the prepared dataset. Our analysis
shows that KP in transcripts is a challenging task
and more research is required. More importantly,
for the first time for KP, we show that extracting
keyphrases of long documents in a hierarchical
order could result in better performance on document level KP. Specifically, our analysis shows
that obtaining paragraph-level keyphrases and providing them to chapter-level KP systems could significantly boost the performance. The provided
dataset and analysis could bring forth opportunities
for more research on transcripts for KP.

2

Data Annotation

as a chunk of text that conveys a particular point
or idea. A transcript consists of multiple disjoint
paragraphs. Since the ASR text does not provide
paragraph information, we manually annotate the
collected transcripts with paragraphs. Afterward,
for each paragraph of the transcript, the important
keyphrases are selected. To this end, a keyphrase
for a paragraph should have the following features:
(a) Concisely summarize the main idea in the paragraph; (b) Be related to the main subject of the
video; (c) Explicitly appear in the paragraph; (d)
Does not appear in the previous or next paragraphs;
(e) Form a proper English noun/verb phrase. The
paragraphs that are entirely off-topic do not have
any keyphrases. Second, at the chapter level, we
provide keyphrases for chapters in the transcripts.
A chapter consists of multiple paragraphs to represent a single topic. For instance, in a photo editing video, the discussion on how to change the
background can form a chapter. A keyphrase of a
chapter should observe the following criteria: (a)
Concisely summarize the main topics in the chapter; (b) May not explicitly appear in the chapter; (c)
Does not overlap with the paragraph keyphrases or
other chapter level keyphrases; (d) Form a proper
English noun/verb phrase. Note that paragraphs
and chapters might have multiple keyphrases that
are sorted based on their importance.
To annotate data for each level, we hire 10 annotators from the upwork.com platform which
is a website for hiring freelancers with different
expertise. Since the collected videos are related to
photo editing software, e.g., Photoshop, we require
the annotators to have experience both in data annotation and in using major photo editing tools. We
train the annotators for KP at each level. To prevent chapter-level keyphrases to be biased toward
paragraph-level keyphrases, we split annotator pool
for paragraph and chapter level annotation (five for
each). The transcripts are distributed evenly to the
five annotators at each level for annotation. As
such, a transcript is annotated entirely by a paragraph annotator and a chapter annotator (including
boundary annotation). Chapter annotation is done
after and uses outputs from paragraph annotation.

Data Collection: This work aims to annotate KP
data for the domain of ASR text. To this end, we
employ live-stream videos released on the social
media platform Behance.net. The videos are
streamed by artists and designers to share/discuss
their creative projects. As such, verbal content
from the speakers (in English) is important for
video understanding. While the videos have initial subjects, their content is unplanned, hence the
streamer might cut sentences, discuss multiple topics, and employ informal phrases. The videos have
an average length of 48 minutes. To obtain the
verbal content of the streamed videos, we employ
the Microsoft ASR tool. In total, 361 videos with a
total length of more than 500 hours are transcribed.
A transcript, on average, contains 7,219 words.
Annotation: As presented in the introduction, the
Annotation Agreement: Following prior work
lengthy nature of transcripts motivates us to anno- (Xiong et al., 2019), we assess the task difficulty of
tate keyphrases at two levels. First, at the para- KP over video transcripts by evaluating the agreegraph level, we define a paragraph in a transcript
ments of annotators at different levels. For each
to have the same role as paragraphs in formal writ- annotation level, we ask all the five annotators to
ten documents. Concretely, a paragraph is defined
independently annotate a sample of 5% of the tran7148

Cut-off
Keyphrases@1
Keyphrases@2
Keyphrases@3

Paragraph
Exact
Partial
60.21% 62.93%
45.18% 58.09%
37.12% 49.18%

Chapter
Exact
Partial
58.92% 60.16%
41.14% 54.19%
35.21% 49.12%

Model
BART
T5
GPT-2

Table 1: Average of pair-wise agreements among annotators at different cutoffs for paragraph and chapter
level KP.
Statistics
Number of samples
Number of keyphrases
Avg. keyphrase per sample
Avg. length of keyphrase
Avg. sample length

Paragraph
19,597
34,392
1.75
1.36
133.21

Chapter
2,742
12,155
4.35
1.69
1047.70

scripts. Afterward, we compute the agreements
of the five annotators at cutoffs @1, @2, and @3
with same rank comparison, using Exact Match
(a keyphrase position is counted if the keyphrase
is exactly the same from the annotators), and Partial Match (a keyphrase position is counted if the
keyphrases from the annotators share at least one
word). Table 1 shows the average of pair-wise
agreements between annotators (i.e., comparing
each pair of annotators). This table shows that KP
in transcripts is a challenging task for both chapters and paragraphs. We attribute the challenges in
this domain to the disconnected information flow
in spontaneous talking compared to formal written documents that follow a clear information flow.
Moreover, KP at the chapter level imposes more
challenges as the agreement between judges drops
from paragraph to chapter level. Finally, we show
the statistics of the dataset in Table 2. A sample
annotation is also presented in Appendix A.

Model
One2Set
SEG-NET
BART
T5
GPT-2

Paragraph
F1@3 F1@M
35.12
38.72
34.19
38.92
35.74
39.09
36.09
39.12
37.90
41.27

Chapter
F1@3 F1@M
25.16
28.33
24.42
29.37
26.71
30.98
25.78
30.18
27.91
32.27

Table 3: Performance of the models on the test sets for
paragraph and chapter level keyphrase prediction.

Sentences+Keyphrases
F1@3
F1@M
30.91
33.51
29.85
32.80
33.69
35.72

Table 4: Performance of models on the chapter level test
set. “Keyphrases”: models use paragraph keyphrases as
input; “Sentences+Keyphrases”: models employs both
paragraph keyphrases and hosting sentences.

3

Table 2: Statistics of the proposed dataset. The number
of keyphrases represents the total number of annotated
keyphrases for each level. The length of a keyphrase or
sample is expressed in terms of the number of words.

Keyphrases
F1@3 F1@M
29.89
31.99
28.71
31.72
30.08
33.28

Experiments

We randomly split the 361 transcripts into
train/development/test sets with the ratio 80/10/10,
respectively. The paragraphs and chapters of the
transcripts in each split are then employed for our
experiments in this section. Specifically, we first
assess the challenges of KP at each level. Next, we
empirically study how paragraph-level information
can be helpful for chapter-level KP.
Baselines: We evaluate the performance of the
following baselines on the proposed dataset: (1)
Generative Language Models: The content of a
paragraph or chapter are prompted to a generative
language model (LM) to produce the keyphrases.
Specifically, the language models are trained in
an auto-regressive manner on sequence S =
[w1 , . . . , wn , [SEP ], kp1 , . . . , kpm ], where wi is
the i-th word in the input paragraph or chapter and
kpi is the i-th keyphrase. We employ GPT-2 (Radford et al., 2019), BART (Lewis et al., 2020) and
T5 (Raffel et al., 2020) as three different versions of
this baseline1 . Note that for the chapters, since the
transformer-based LMs impose a length limit, we
truncate the input to the length of the maximum size
of the LMs; (2) SEG-NET (Ahmad et al., 2021):
In this baseline, salient sentences in the input text
are first selected, then keyphrases are predicted by
a generative model consuming the selected salient
sentences. To select important sentences, a binary
classifier is trained to distinguish sentences that
contain a present keyphrase or partially overlap
with an absent keyphrase; and (3) One2Set (Ye
et al., 2021): The prediction of keyphrases is modeled as a set prediction task. Instead of imposing an
order on the output of a transformer-based decoder,
the model predicts keyphrases in parallel. We evaluate the models based on the macro-averaged F1@3
and F1@M. In the former, the predictions are truncated/padded at cutoff 3 while in the latter all model
1
For T5 and BART, the task is formulated as seq2seq and
[SEP ] is used to separate the input and output sequences.
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Model
One2Set
SEG-NET
BART
T5
GPT-2

P@3
39.54
40.80
37.98
35.42
39.12

R@3
31.58
29.42
33.74
36.78
36.75

Paragraph
F1@3 P@M
35.12 40.45
34.19 41.27
35.74 36.51
36.09 38.19
37.90 40.72

R@M
37.13
36.82
42.06
40.09
41.83

F1@M
38.72
38.92
39.09
39.12
41.27

P@3
24.80
23.94
21.43
26.77
25.49

R@3
25.53
24.91
35.44
24.86
30.83

Chapter
F1@3 P@M
25.16 30.04
24.42 31.12
26.71 28.19
25.78 29.38
27.91 30.59

R@M
26.80
27.80
34.38
31.02
34.14

F1@M
28.33
29.37
30.98
30.18
32.27

Table 5: Performance of the models on the test sets for paragraph and chapter level keyphrase prediction.
Model
BART
T5
GPT-2

P@3
31.30
24.46
32.86

With Paragraph Keyphrases
R@3 F1@3 P@M R@M
28.60 29.89 30.83 33.24
34.74 28.71 29.64 34.11
27.73 30.08 31.72 35.00

F1@M
31.99
31.72
33.28

With Paragraph Keyphrases and Sentences
P@3 R@3 F1@3 P@M R@M F1@M
27.13 35.91 30.91 32.00 35.16
33.51
26.92 33.49 29.85 35.71 30.32
32.80
34.07 33.31 33.69 31.10 41.95
35.72

Table 6: Performance of the generative models on the chapter level test set.

predictions are employed. Finally, we fine-tune the
in Tables 5 and 6.
hyper-parameters for the models on development
Motivated by the intuition that comprehenddata.
ing long documents requires understanding their
Results: Table 3 shows the performance of the
smaller segments, we postulate that chapter-level
baselines on the paragraph and chapter level test
KP models should appropriately capture paragraph
sets There are several observations from the table. information. In particular, we argue that paragraphFirst, models employing a pre-trained language
level keyphrases should be extracted first to promodel, i.e., BART, T5, and GPT-2, outperform the
vide summarization for paragraphs to improve
baselines that train the transformers from scratch, chapter-level KP models afterward (hierarchical
i.e., One2Set and SEG-NET. We will thus focus on
extraction). As such, we explore two methods
the generative models BART, T5, and GPT-2 in the
to study this intuition: (1) Instead of truncating
next experiments. Second, the models have better
chapters, the input to the chapter KP systems will
performance on the paragraph level than the chapter
be the keyphrases of the paragraphs in the chaplevel. This is expected as the models are required to
ters. During training, we concatenate the golden
encode larger context at the chapter level. Also, as
keyphrases of all paragraphs in a chapter, i.e.,
the models employ transformers with input length
S = [kp1 , [SEP ], kp2 , [SEP ], . . . , kpm [SEP ]].
restriction, they cannot encode the entire chapter. The models then predict chapter-level keyphrases
Our next experiments will explore an approach to
using S. At inference time, we use the pre-trained
handle long documents for KP. Finally, the perfor- paragraph-level KP model, which is based on the
mance of KP models is still far from being perfect
same model for the chapter KP system, to form the
in our dataset, e.g., the F1@M of One2Set on the
sequence S; (2) Since the keyphrases might not
NUC dataset (Nguyen and Kan, 2007) is 13% bet- fully cover context of paragraphs, we further conter than those on our dataset at chapter level (Ye
catenate the keyphrases and their host sentences
et al., 2021), thus further demonstrating the mod- in the paragraphs to form the sequence S. Foreling challenges of KP in video transcripts and
mally, the input to the chapter level KP system
presenting room for further research.
is S = [S1 , [SEPS ], kp1 , [SEPp ], S2 , . . . , Sm ,
To provide detailed performance of the models, [SEPS ], kpm , [SEP ], where Si is the sentence in
we report the precision and recall at cutoffs 3 and
the chapter that contains the keyphrase kpi . UsM. Specifically, for P@3 and R@3, the model pre- ing the generative model baselines, the results for
dictions are truncated to the first three predictions. the two methods are presented in Table 4. ComFollowing prior work (Ye et al., 2021), for cases
paring the paragraph keyphrase-augmented modthat the model predicts less than three keyphrases, els with their vanilla counterparts in Table 3, it is
the prediction is padded with random keyphrases
evident that providing paragraph keyphrases sigto have three keyphrases. For P@M and R@M, nificantly improves the performance of all modall model predictions are employed to evaluate the
els. We attribute this to better representations
performance. The model performance is presented
that the models with paragraph-level information
7150

can obtain for chapters. Moreover, comparing the
mere use of keyphrases with the augmentation of
both keyphrases and sentences, the latter produces
higher performance for chapter models. Overall,
such results corroborates our intuition about the
benefits of paragraph-level keyphrases for chapterlevel KP, thus suggesting a potential direction of
hierarchical modeling of long documents for KP.

4

Related Works

Keyphrase Prediction (KP) has been studied extensively in the past (Barker and Cornacchia, 2000;
Turney, 2000; Hulth, 2003; Wan and Xiao, 2008;
Hasan and Ng, 2014; Ye et al., 2021). Prior
works can be categorized into extraction-based
and generation-based solutions. In the former,
keyphrases are extracted from input text, using either rule-based methods (Medelyan et al., 2009)
or deep learning models (Sun et al., 2020) via sequence labeling (Gollapalli et al., 2017). In the
generation-based models, deep generative models
are employed to encode input documents and generates keyphrases (Chen et al., 2018; Zhao and
Zhang, 2019; Ahmad et al., 2021). However, existing works on KP are mostly trained and evaluated on formal text. To this end, our work introduces a large-scale hierarchical KP dataset for
video transcripts with informal and non-cohesive
texts. We also note some related attempts to evaluate KP systems on meeting transcripts (Sheeba and
Vivekanandan, 2014, 2012); however, the small
size of these datasets hinders their relevance to
deep learning era.

5

Conclusion

We present a novel hierarchical KP dataset over
live-stream video transcripts. The dataset contains
transcripts of 361 videos that are annotated at both
paragraph and chapter levels. Our experiments
show that KP in video transcripts is challenging
and hierarchical extraction is helpful for KP in
long documents. In the future, we will include
more tasks in our dataset for video transcripts.

Ethical Considerations

required full Institutional Review Board (IRB) review if the data is already available from public
sources or if the identity of the subjects cannot be
recovered. However, to protect the identity of the
streamers and any other people whose information
are shared in the video transcript, we impose extra consideration on the presented dataset. First,
in this dataset, we exclude the usernames or any
other identity-related information of the streamers
in the transcripts to prevent disclosing their identity.
Moreover, the proposed dataset only provides textual data (at paragraph and sentence levels), hence
the other content of the videos (e.g., images, audios) are not revealed to protect human identity.
Finally, to reduce the risk of disclosing the information of the people mentioned in the transcripts,
in the final version of the dataset, we exclude the
transcripts that explicitly or implicitly refer to the
identify of the target people.
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A

Sample Annotation

To illustrate the annotated data, we present a sample annotation for a chapter in Table 7. This table shows three paragraphs of the chapter along
with their keyphrases. Note that, first boundaries
of the paragraphs in the transcripts are annotated.
Next, for every paragraph annotators provide a
few keyphrases that could summarize the main
topic/points in the paragraph. Afterward, boundaries of the chapters in the transcripts, which consist of multiple paragraphs, are annotated. Finally,
for every chapter, keyphrases that could best describe the main content of the chapter are provided
by annotators. In the given example, the paragraph
level keyphrases include “Camera", “Background
lights", and “Environment light, Rotations" for the
three paragraphs. For this chapter, the keyphrase
“Setting Environment" is provided.
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ID

1

2

3

Content
We have beautifully beautiful summer day outside with our cup of
coffee. If you ever log on your arm. All right up corner you will see that
currently we are located in the camera view. If you would like to adjust
your 3D model I will recommend you to switch to viewport camera. In
this case you will not affect your camera perspective during your model
adjustment, so keep it in mind when you will be ready to come back to
your camera view. Simply switch from a top corner or directly from you
seen a pen or just simply click on camera.
Just like duck. Light are you can come. Ah, click on environment. In.
Here you can adjust background lights. Opposite team environment
might need background blue. You can make it more blurry or or less
blurry. Also if you will switch to light you will be able to adjust.
Your light you can. Uh, idiot environment light just like that. You can
make it brighter or more cloudy also rotation. You can rotate your alight
so keep before you will rotate your light. Keep in mind and pay close
attention to your background image to your main source of light just
like that.

Paragraph Keyphrases

Camera

Background lights

Environment light,
Rotation

Table 7: Sample annotations for keyphrases of a chapter. Annotators first find the boundaries of the paragraphs, then
provide keyphrases for every paragraph. At the chapter level, annotators identify paragraphs to form chapters before
assigning keyphrases for chapters. The keyphrase “Setting Environment" is provided for the chapter (with three
paragraphs) in this example.
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